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Abstract17

The timing of formation for the first planetesimals determines the18

mode of planetary accretion and their geophysical and compositional19

evolution. Astronomical observations of circumstellar discs and Solar20

System geochronology provide evidence for planetesimal formation21

during molecular cloud collapse, much earlier than previously esti-22

mated. Here, we present distinct observational evidence from white23

dwarf planetary systems for planetesimal formation occurring during24

the first few hundred thousand years after cloud collapse in exoplan-25

etary systems. A significant fraction of white dwarfs have accreted26

planetary material rich in iron core or mantle material. In order27

for the exo-asteroids accreted by white dwarfs to form iron cores,28

substantial heating is required. By simulating planetesimal evolution29

and collisional evolution we show that the most likely heat source30

is short-lived radioactive nuclides such as 26Al (t1/2 ∼ 0.7 Myr).31

Core-rich materials in the atmospheres of white dwarfs,32

therefore, provide independent evidence for rapid plan-33

etesimal formation, concurrent with star formation.34
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2 Rapid formation of exoplanetesimals revealed by white dwarfs

1 Main35

The timing and locations of planetesimal formation are crucial to our under-36

standing of planet formation. If we are to form larger planets; gas giants or37

terrestrial planets, we must first form their building blocks; planetesimals. The38

meteorite record provides strong evidence that planetesimal formation in the39

Solar System spanned a wide range of ages, with magmatic iron meteorites40

dating <1 Myr after the formation of Ca-Al-rich meteoritic inclusions (CAIs,41

the oldest known solids formed in the Solar System) [1, 2], whilst carbona-42

ceous chondrite meteorites record formation times extending to ≈5 Myrs after43

CAIs [3]. The key question for understanding the growth mechanism of plan-44

ets such as Jupiter is whether planetesimals form sufficiently early to allow45

time for the accretion of larger protoplanets prior to the end of the circumstel-46

lar disc, whose lifetimes are typically several Myrs [4]. Without a knowledge47

of the timing of CAI formation, it is difficult to pin down whether planetesi-48

mal formation started in the Solar System during the collapse phase, traced49

observationally by Class 0/I discs, while the protostar is still accreting from50

the surrounding molecular cloud, or later, in Class II discs that are spatially51

isolated from their star-forming environments.52

Traditional planet formation models start with fully-fledged, Class II discs,53

assuming that all the solids are in the form of dust and the dust evolution54

only starts at the beginning of the Class II phase. Observationally, Class II55

discs do not contain sufficient material in dust to form the observed popula-56

tion of exoplanets [5, 6]. Observed substructures in very young circumstellar57

discs [7, 8] may indicate the presence of over-densities where planet formation58

may already be underway during the Class 0/I stage [9, 10], although these59

structures can alternatively be explained by disc instabilities or condensation60

fronts [11, 12]. Probing these discs with the Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-61

millimeter Array (ALMA) reveals the mass in mm/sub-mm grains (dust) as62

probed by its thermal emission, but planetesimals and larger protoplanets are63

invisible at ALMA wavelengths. Thus, the main observational way to probe64

the growth of planetesimals is to search for trends in dust depletion with disc65

stage, which are complicated by correlations between disc structure, size and66

disc stage, as well as observational biases in the disc and exoplanet popula-67

tions [13, 14]. Therefore, further evidence regarding the timing of planetesimal68

formation is required to test the main channels and timescales of planetary69

growth.70

In this work, we present distinct observational evidence that planetesimal71

formation commenced early in a significant fraction of exoplanetary systems.72

This evidence comes from white dwarfs that have accreted planetary material.73

Fragments of planetary bodies from a surviving outer planetary system show74

up in the spectra of an otherwise clean (hydrogen/helium only) white dwarf [15,75

16]. From these observations the composition, notably ratios of key elements76

such as Si, Mg, Fe, O, Ca, C, Cr, or Ni in the planetary material can be found.77

Elements heavier than helium should sink out of sight on timescales of days to78

millions of years, depending on the white dwarf temperature, surface gravity79
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and atmospheric composition [17, 18]. Thus, the observed material must have80

arrived recently. Planetary material is found in a significant proportion of81

white dwarfs [30-50%, 19, 20], with observations able to detect relatively small82

amounts of material (equivalent to km-sized asteroids). For most white dwarfs,83

the observed abundances are consistent with the accretion of primitive rocky84

material, but for some white dwarfs, there is an over- or underabundance of85

core affine (siderophile) species such as Fe, Cr, Ni relative to mantle affine86

(lithophile) species, such as Mg, Si, which is best explained by metal-silicate87

partitioning that occurs during the formation of an iron core [21–23]. These88

white dwarfs have accreted a fragment of the metal core or silicate mantle of89

a chemically differentiated planetary body [15].90

Observationally, a significant fraction of white dwarfs with planetary91

material in their atmospheres have accreted core- or mantle-rich material.92

Conservatively, in a sample of more than two hundred white dwarfs, based93

primarily on Ca, Fe and Mg abundances, 4% are best explained (to > 3σ)94

by the accretion of core-rich material (Sample One: 2.2.1). When more ele-95

ments are detected, more information regarding the planetary material can be96

deduced. In the 54 white dwarfs with more than 5 elements detected consid-97

ered here (Sample Two: 2.2.2), 7% were best explained (to > 3σ) by a model98

that invokes core–mantle differentiation [24] noting, however, that this sample99

was not selected in a uniform manner. The models used [24–26] place stringent100

conditions on invoking core–mantle differentiation, take into account the abun-101

dances of all elements observed in each system, account for relative sinking,102

as well as volatile depletion and potential variations in the initial composi-103

tion of the planet-forming material (2.1). Only those fragments with extremely104

core- or mantle-rich compositions will be identified, although we caveat here105

that additional processes such as impact melting, the suggested origin to low106

Ca/Fe in CB chondrites [27] are not included in the current models. The Ca/Fe107

ratios of the planetary material accreted by the 237 white dwarfs in both sam-108

ples considered are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of white dwarf temperature,109

with the large circles indicating those objects with a > 3σ requirement for110

core-rich material, noting that the model does not identify many mantle-rich111

fragments (to > 3σ) due to a degeneracy between mantle-rich compositions112

and the depletion of moderately volatile elements.113

The segregation of material between the iron-rich core and silicate mantle114

requires large-scale melting. If the white dwarfs accreted exo-asteroids, the115

most likely source of energy to fuel the large-scale melting is the decay of short-116

lived radioactive nuclides [28]. As seen in the Solar System [29], 26Al fuels117

large-scale melting, with alternate species such as 60Fe largely absent from the118

solar disc [30]. Here, we show that it is unlikely that the white dwarfs accrete119

minor planets, nor the collision fragments of minor planets, where the large-120

scale melting could have been fueled by gravitational potential energy. 26Al has121

a half-life of 0.717 Myr and its heating potential dwindles rapidly after ∼1–2122

half-lives. For planetesimals to contain sufficient 26Al, they must form early,123
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within the first Myr of the evolution of the planetary system, when sufficient124

26Al for melting and large-scale differentiation still abounds.125

The distribution of short-lived radioactive nuclides across exoplanetary126

systems is unknown [31], with end-member inferences ranging from a small127

fraction of exoplanetary systems (a few percent) [e.g. 32] to a significant frac-128

tion, potentially the majority of planetary systems [e.g. 33] featuring Solar129

System-like abundances. Most works, however, suggest that few systems have130

significantly higher abundances of 26Al than the Solar System [34–37], which131

is supported by observational evidence from individual star-forming regions132

[38, 39]. Depending on when planetesimal formation occurs, this means that133

for some exoplanetary systems, with high initial budget of short-lived radioac-134

tive nuclides, a large fraction of planetesimals will form an iron core. For other135

exoplanetary systems, with lower levels of enrichment, only the small frac-136

tion of planetesimals that form early segregate to a differentiated mantle/core137

structure. Fig. 2 illustrates this point, by showing the fraction of planetesi-138

mals likely to pollute a white dwarf (chosen to be between 50 and 300 km in139

diameter, approximately the birth size range produced by the streaming insta-140

bility) that contain sufficient 26Al to form an iron core, as a function of the141

time at which they formed and the initial abundance of 26Al in the system.142

This is calculated based on the bodies reaching a mean internal temperature143

above which planetesimals can experience core-mantle differentiation by per-144

colation of metal-sulfide liquids using the models of [40] and assuming a size145

distribution in planetesimals of n(D)dD ∝ D−7/2dD. Almost all planetesimals146

that form earlier than ∼ 1Myr form an iron core, whilst almost no bodies that147

form later than a few Myr contain sufficient 26Al to lead to large-scale melting.148

Even at 5 times higher abundances of 26Al than solar, only a few bodies that149

form later than 2 Myr can form iron cores. Varying the initial size distribu-150

tion and upper/lower bounds of the planetesimal population within plausible151

limits only marginally affect these overall conclusions.152

Thus, if 26Al fuels the large-scale melting, the observations of core- or153

mantle-rich material accreted by white dwarfs requires the early formation154

of planetesimals in exoplanetary systems, most likely within the first Myr155

after the injection of 26Al. With 26Al injection at (or before) the start of the156

collapse of the molecular cloud [31, 36, 38, 39], the white dwarf observations157

thus provide evidence that planetesimal formation occurred already during the158

Class 0/I phase.159

A schematic illustrating of the proposed scenario is shown in Fig. 3. Plan-160

etesimals that form early in systems with a sufficient budget of short-lived161

radioactive nuclides will undergo large-scale melting and form an iron core, as162

occurred for iron meteorite parent bodies in our Solar System. Leftover plan-163

etesimals, not incorporated into planets, form collisional belts, as witnessed164

by observations of debris discs [41]. Violent collisions can produce core- or165

mantle-rich fragments [42, 43]. These fragments evolve in planetesimal belts,166

those of which are exterior to a few au, survive dramatic phases of evolution167

as their host stars become giants and lose their outer envelopes to start the168
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white dwarf cooling phase. Scattering by planets, or other dynamical insta-169

bilities following stellar mass loss, can lead to some of these fragments being170

accreted by white dwarfs [44], where their core- or mantle-rich compositions171

show up in the atmosphere. Those planetary bodies that formed after 26Al172

decayed, undergo the same collisional evolution, scattering and accretion, but173

show up as primitive compositions in the atmosphere of the white dwarf. Thus,174

if the parents of the white dwarf pollutants are asteroids, the presence of core175

or mantle material is evidence for their formation within the first few hundred176

thousand years of cloud collapse.177

Alternatively, as indicated by the dotted lines on Fig. 3, planetary bodies178

larger than about 1,400 km may form an iron core without the need for 26Al.179

For such large bodies sufficient gravitational potential energy is available dur-180

ing formation to lead to large-scale melting [45] (2.3). Moons or even terrestrial181

planets undergo magma ocean phases and form iron cores due to this gravita-182

tional potential energy, but are rare (by number) relative to asteroids. Whilst183

dynamical mechanisms exist for the liberation of exo-moons or the direct scat-184

tering of planets onto white dwarfs, these pathways seldom occur [46, 47]. This185

is in stark contrast to the ubiquitous nature of white dwarf pollution, with 30-186

50% of white dwarfs having planetary material in their atmospheres [19, 20],187

pointing towards the accretion of moons/planets as an unlikely pathway for188

most pollution of white dwarfs. Nor, are the core-rich systems outliers with189

higher than average accretion rates. Additionally, the observed masses and190

inferred accretion rates for all, but a handful of cool white dwarfs, are aster-191

oidal masses (or smaller) [48]. In order to accrete an Earth mass of material,192

accretion would need to be moderated at low accretion rates and continue on193

Gyr (or longer) timescales since there are no observed accretion rates higher194

than ∼ 1011gs−1 [49].195

Theoretically, the largest planetary bodies within a planetesimal belt may196

in principle form iron cores without the need for 26Al. The existence of such197

large bodies within exoplanetesimal belts is debated, due to the rapid decrease198

in the brightness of discs with time, which would not occur if collisions between199

large bodies were replenishing the small dust [50]. If a population of Plutos200

exist, their catastrophic collisions can dominate the mass budget of massive,201

close-in (less than a few au) planetesimal belts (2.4 [51]). In this scenario,202

most small planetary bodies are the collision fragments of Plutos. Thus, the203

10-100 km asteroids polluting white dwarfs would likely show up with core-204

or mantle-rich compositions. The fraction of 30 km planetesimals that are205

fragments of Plutos (D > 1, 400 km) is shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4206

as a function of time. On timescales less than 10% the collision lifetime (0.1207

tc (D=1,400 km), Eq. 16), less than a percent of the 30 km planetesimals208

plausibly polluting white dwarfs would be collision fragments of core–mantle209

differentiated, D∗ = 1, 400 km, planetesimals. Thus, the proposed scenario can210

only occur in planetesimal belts where collisional evolution has proceeded for211

longer than the collisional lifetime of Plutos. The right-hand panel of Fig. 4212

shows that only very massive, close-in planetesimal belts have a sufficiently213
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short collision lifetime for Plutos, approximately a percent of planetesimal214

belts, based on the distribution of planetesimal belt properties that fits current215

observational samples [52]. Additionally, only a small fraction (on the order216

of 10%) of planetesimals in such systems would have compositions sufficiently217

core- or mantle-rich to be detected.218

The white dwarf observations suggest that enrichment by 26Al is com-219

mon across exoplanetary systems. Large-scale melting fueled by gravitational220

potential energy in Plutos or larger bodies is only likely to account for a221

tiny (< 0.1%) fraction of white dwarf pollutants. Apart from the direct222

consequences for core-mantle differentiation, the common enrichment of exo-223

planetary systems by 26Al has far-reaching implications for the volatile budgets224

of rocky planets acquired during formation. Planetary bodies that form exte-225

rior to ice-lines loose their volatiles due to heating from 26Al, introducing a226

disconnect between ice-lines and the volatile content of planets [40, 53]. As227

the abundance and fractionation of highly volatile elements on rocky plan-228

ets is key to their long-term climate [54], our findings highlight the influence229

of short-lived radioactive nuclides on the surface conditions and frequency of230

potentially temperate, Earth-like exoplanets. The need for enhanced abun-231

dances of 26Al to explain core- or mantle-rich white dwarf spectra provides232

distinct evidence for the early formation of planetesimals in exoplanetary sys-233

tems contemporaneously with star formation. Rapid planetesimal formation234

offers an explanation for the difference in mass budgets between Class 0, I235

and II discs [6]. Our findings point to the growth of large, >10 km-sized plan-236

etesimals, potentially even planetary cores, rather than just the coagulation of237

pebbles. The earlier planetary cores form, the more likely they are to grow to238

the pebble isolation mass and the more likely giant planet formation is to occur239

early-on [55], which can provide an explanation for substructures commonly240

observed with ALMA. A new picture is emerging of star and planet formation241

starting concurrently, with large planetary bodies forming and geophysically242

evolving already during the collapse of the planet-forming disc, traditionally243

associated with Class 0/I systems.244

2 Methods245

In order to determine how frequently the planetary bodies accreted by white246

dwarfs underwent large-scale melting and differentiated internally, core and247

mantle-rich compositions were identified by analysing the abundances observed248

in two distinct samples of polluted white dwarfs. The first is selected for out-249

come (> 5 elements detected) and contains predominantly white dwarfs with250

high quality data, whilst the second contains only DZs, observed and anal-251

ysed in the same manner, based on their SDSS spectra. The following sections252

describe the models used to explain the observed abundances and the two253

white dwarf samples considered here.254
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2.1 Models to explain the abundances observed in the255

atmospheres of white dwarfs256

The white dwarfs considered here all have spectra in the optical and/or UV,257

with abundances for a number of metals species in the hydrogen or helium258

atmosphere previously presented in the literature. The most likely explanation259

for the observed abundances is found using Bayesian models presented in [24–260

26] (https://github.com/andrewmbuchan4/PyllutedWD Public). The results261

for most white dwarfs considered were presented previously in [24, 26], with262

those analysed specifically for this paper detailed in Extended Data Table 1.263

These models consider all the elements that have been detected, alongside264

upper limits where available. These models do not take into account S, Sc,265

Cu, Co, V, P, Mn, Ga, Ge, K, Li or Be. The potential that the observed266

abundances are altered from those in the accreted planetary material due to267

relative sinking is considered. A range of initial conditions for the planetary268

material are considered, with the compositions of nearby stars [56] used as a269

proxy for this range. The abundances in the planetary material can be altered270

due to loss of volatiles, which for the simplest scenario is just the loss of water to271

make rocky asteroids. However, all elements, including moderate volatiles such272

as Na, are considered and this loss of volatiles is modelled as the incomplete273

condensation of the nebula gas in chemical equilibrium. The white dwarf is274

then allowed to accrete a fragment of a larger planetary body with the core275

mass fraction being a free parameter. In other words, the white dwarf could276

accrete a chunk of the iron core (core mass fraction = 1) or a chunk of silicate277

mantle (core mass fraction = 0), or a chunk of predominantly core material278

with some mantle remaining (e.g. core mass fraction = 0.9) and so on. The279

composition of the core and mantle material is allowed to vary depending on280

the pressure and oxygen fugacity conditions under which the planetary body281

formed its iron core, using metal-silicate partitioning parameterised according282

to [57–62].283

2.2 White Dwarf Observations284

2.2.1 Sample One: Cool DZs from SDSS [63, 64]285

202 cool white dwarfs with only metal features (DZ) were selected from their286

SDSS spectra with detections of at least Mg, Fe and Ca from [63, 64]. We note287

here that magnetic or unresolved binary white dwarfs were not included in288

the sample and that updated abundances from [26, 65] were used. The spectra289

have relatively low S/N compared to Sample Two targets and thus, fewer ele-290

ments are detected and the uncertainties are larger. Those white dwarfs in this291

sample where more than 5 elements were detected are also included in Sample292

Two. These white dwarfs were predominantly selected due to their colours in293

SDSS (u-g) (g-r) space, where the large absorption features due to the pres-294

ence of metals in these white dwarf spectra moves the white dwarfs from above295

the main-sequence to below the main-sequence. This selection function may296

bias the sample towards white dwarfs with high Ca abundances, however, the297

https://github.com/andrewmbuchan4/PyllutedWD_Public
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requirement that Fe and Mg must also be detected, means that the distribu-298

tion of Ca/Fe in the sample is only slightly skewed to high Ca/Fe [66]. [26]299

analyse this sample of white dwarfs in detail and find crucially that mantle-rich300

fragments are harder to identify due to a degeneracy with sinking and volatile301

depletion. [26] identify 7/202 (4%) white dwarfs where the accretion of core-302

rich material is required to > 3σ over the accretion of primitive material 1.303

One object (SDSSJ0744+4649) is identified, where the Ca, Fe, Mg abundances304

suggest an enhancement of Ca and Mg relative to Fe, as seen in planetary305

mantles, with the enhanced Na indicating that this cannot be volatile deple-306

tion [26]. The full details of the sample are presented in the Supplementary307

Information of [26].308

2.2.2 Sample Two: white dwarfs with more than 5 elements309

detected310

54 white dwarfs were selected from the literature with abundances of more311

than 5 elements, including Fe. These white dwarfs tend to be the most highly312

polluted, the brightest stars and the most studied objects. 19 of these white313

dwarfs were also included in Sample One. Most have high resolution spectra,314

potentially from multiple instruments. By necessity, however, the selection of315

the sample is observationally biased, with many observations tending to tar-316

get those objects that are easiest to measure. The atmospheric abundances317

were analysed using the model presented in [24] which updates the models318

of [26] by modelling core–mantle differentiation without any assumption of319

Earth-like material. Whilst the most likely explanation (highest Bayesian evi-320

dence) for the observed abundances includes core-mantle differentiation for a321

third of the sample (19/54), the abundances are consistent, within the errors,322

for most white dwarfs with the accretion of primitive material, whose abun-323

dances are only altered by volatile loss, sinking in the white dwarf atmosphere324

and the potential small variation in the composition of the initial planet325

forming material. For an additional 3 systems (NLTT43806, LHS 2534 and326

SDSSJ0744+4649), previous work has suggested the accretion of crust-rich327

material to explain the abundances [26, 67, 68]. The model used here does not328

account for crustal differentiation.329

In identifying those white dwarfs that potentially accreted core or mantle-330

rich fragments of larger planetary bodies, the relatively large uncertainties331

on the atmospheric abundances, as well as the unknown time since accretion332

started, which determines the relative sinking of elements, play a significant333

role. In many cases the Bayesian models finds the highest evidence for a model334

which invokes core-rich material. This is indicated by the Bayes factor, which335

[26] and [24] convert to a sigma significance [69] using Eq.10 of [26]. We focus336

here on those systems where σdiff > 3, although noting that core-rich mate-337

rial may well be the true explanation for systems with σdiff < 3. Core-mantle338

1We note here that [26] incorrectly stated 8 white dwarfs were best explained by the accretion
of core-rich material, when 8 white dwarfs were best explained by the accretion of core–mantle
differentiated material.
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differentiation is required (> 3σ) to explain the abundances in 4/54 (7%)339

of systems (PG 0843+516, SDSSJ1043+3516, WD0449-259, WD1350-162),340

although noting that in Sample One, for the two systems SDSSJ0939+4136341

and SDSSJ1234+5208 the Earth-like differentiation models of [26] increased342

the significance to which core–mantle differentiation was invoked from slightly343

below to over 3. Including the 3 crust-rich systems, at least 7/54 (13%) under-344

went large-scale melting and plausibly a significantly higher fraction. The345

sample is slightly different from that presented in [24], now including 19 addi-346

tional objects with more than 5 elements detected, but which did not include347

Ni, Cr or Si, as required by [24], whilst not including objects with < 5 elements348

detected. However, the analysis is identical to that performed by [24], which349

updates the model of [26] to allow for core-mantle differentiation in systems350

with arbitrary, rather than Earth-like compositions.351

The full list of white dwarfs in the sample is presented in Extended Data352

Table 1, alongside the atmospheric abundances used in this work in Extended353

Data Table 2 and the most likely model parameters, as determined by the354

Bayesian models are presented in Extended Data Table 3. We note here355

that the model has been updated since [25], also including updated sinking356

timescales, as well including stricter criterion for where the accretion of core–357

mantle differentiated material is required to explain the observed abundances.358

We note here that a discrepancy exists between abundances determined from359

UV and optical data (see [70] for more details). For a number of white dwarfs360

where conflicting abundances exist, a consistent set of abundances from the361

UV was used and is noted in Extended Data Table 2.362

2.3 Gravitational potential energy as a driver of363

core-mantle differentiation.364

During the formation of the largest planetesimals, or indeed moons or terres-365

trial planets, there is sufficient gravitational potential energy available that366

when this is converted to heat, large-scale melting can occur. In order to esti-367

mate how large a planetesimal must be for there to be sufficient gravitational368

potential energy, the energy deposited in a body by the accretion of smaller369

objects, per unit mass, is considered to be E ∼ h
2 (v2

esc + v2
rel), where h is370

the fraction of the energy deposited as heat, rather than re-radiated, vesc the371

escape velocity of particles from a planetesimal of mass M and radius R, and372

vrel the relative velocity between the particles and the growing planetesimal,373

following [45]. Given that the relative velocity of most particles is approx-374

imately the escape velocity, this becomes E ∼ hGM2

R , which for spherical375

planetesimals of uniform density is approximately, E = hGρR24π
3 . The energy376

required to raise the temperature from typical temperatures at the mid-plane377

of proto-planetary discs (around 700K) to the temperatures required for large-378

scale melting (∼ 1, 200K), assuming the specific heat capacity of the body is379

around that for silicates (Cp = 800J kg−1 K−1) is 4× 105J kg−1 [45]. Using a380

conservative h = 0.8 and a density of 3 g cm−3 a planetesimal of radius > 700381
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km (diameter > 1, 400 km) can become differentiated by gravitational energy382

alone.383

2.4 Collisional evolution of planetesimal belts: could384

most planetesimals be fragments of Plutos?385

One route to get core- or mantle-rich pollutants into the atmosphere of white386

dwarfs is to scatter in asteroids (10-300 km in size) that are themselves frag-387

ments of Plutos (D > 1, 400 km), bodies large enough to form an iron core388

without the need for heating from short-lived radioactive nuclides (see 2.3).389

These bodies can form at any time (Fig. 3). If there are sufficient collisions in390

a planetesimal belt, the Plutos can reach collisional equilibrium and fragments391

of these large bodies will feed the population of smaller bodies in the belt. We392

present models for the collisional evolution of planetesimal belts that deter-393

mine the fraction of asteroids (D = 10− 300 km) that are fragments of Plutos394

(D > 1, 400 km) as a function of time. In these systems, core- or mantle-rich395

fragments could be accreted by white dwarfs from planetesimals that formed396

at any epoch. We find that this is a rare pathway to white dwarf pollution.397

The simulations show that before smaller bodies are likely to be fragments of398

a larger body of a given size, Deq, those bodies must reach (or almost) reach399

collisional equilibrium, or in other words a time, tc(Deq) (Eq. 16), must pass.400

As it takes a long time for Plutos to reach collisional equilibrium, this only401

occurs in the most massive, close-in planetesimal belts, of which too few exist402

for them to be the likely source of many white dwarf pollutants.403

2.4.1 Collision Model404

The model traces the collisional evolution of a planetesimal belt with time.405

The mass in the belt is split into logarithmically spaced bins and the origin of406

the mass in each size bin is traced as a function of time. In other words, the407

aim is to answer the question of whether most white dwarf pollutants (of size408

e.g. 30 km) are collision fragments of larger bodies, in particular bodies larger409

than > 1, 400 km.410

The model for collisional evolution is based on [71], presented in detail in411

Bonsor et al, 2023, in prep. Here we consider solids only and catastrophic col-412

lisions only. We consider the belt to be a single annulus that contains particles413

from size Mmin up to Mmax, or equivalently from diameter Dmin up to diame-414

ter, Dmax, where spherical particles of constant density are assumed, such that415

particles in the kth bin of diameter, Dk, have a mass, Mk =
πD3

k

6 with a size416

distribution:417

n(M) dM ∝M−αdM (1)418

We assume a standard, infinite collisional cascade [51, 72], with power law419

index of α = 0.83, or equivalently for diameter q = 3.5 = 3α + 1. The size420

distribution is split into bins of equal width in log space (δ), labelled by their421

mass, Mk. The spacing, δ, is assumed to be small, such that Mk+1

Mk
= 1− δ. At422

every time-step, we calculate the rate at which each bin gains and loses mass.423
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We assign a fractional origin of material in each bin from every other larger424

mass bin in the system. At each time-step, this fractional origin of material is425

updated, taking into account the origin of the mass gained and lost in each426

mass bin, as well as the mass that stays in this bin from previous time-steps.427

In order to trace the collisional evolution of the material between size bins,428

a threshold is defined, such that the smallest particle that can destroy a body429

of size Mk is given by:430

Mck =

(
2Q∗D
v2

rel

)
Mk (2)431

where vrel is the relative velocity in collisions, Q∗D is is the specific incident432

energy required to cause a catastrophic collision, or the dispersal threshold.433

The ratio of the smallest size that can destroy a body to its size is given by434

Xc = Mck

Mk
. We assume a power-law form for the dispersal threshold, following435

work on collision outcomes by [73, 74], such that :436

Q∗D = Qa

(
D

m

)−a
+Qb

(
D

m

)b
, (3)437

where a and b are both positive constants related to the planetesimal’s material438

and gravitational strength, respectively and D/m is the planetesimal diameter439

in metres. Following [71] we take Qa = 620 Jkg−1, a = 0.3, Qb = 5.6 ×440

10−3Jkg−1 and b = 1.5. The rate of catastrophic collisions in the kth bin is441

given by, Rck is given by:442

Rck = Σicki=1

ni
4

(Dk +Di)
2Pik, (4)443

where ni is the number of colliders in the ith bin and Pik is the intrinsic444

collision probability, Pik = πvrel
V , where V is the volume through which the445

planetesimals, of mass Mk are moving. ick refers to the smallest impactors that446

can cause catastrophic destruction, of mass Mck (Eq. 2).447

We consider that mass is conserved such that the total mass in each bin,448

ms,k is governed by the following equations:449

ṁs,k = ṁ+c
s,k − ṁ

−c
s,k (5)450

where ṁ−cs,k is the rate at which the total mass in the kth bin is lost to451

catastrophic collisions, given by :452

ṁ−cs,k = ms,kR
c
k, (6)453

and ṁ+c
s,k is the rate at which the mass in solids is gained from catastrophic454

collisions of larger bodies, given by:455

ṁ+c
s,k = Σimk

i=1F (k − i) ṁ−cs,i , (7)456
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where F (k− i) is the fraction of the mass leaving the ith bin from collisions457

that goes into the kth bin, or the redistribution function, which we assume458

to be scale independent. We assume that fragments produced in catastrophic459

collisions have a range of masses from the largest fragment, with Mi

2 labelled460

ilr, to the smallest body considered, labelled by imax, which we assume to be461

much smaller than Mi

2 . Thus, the kth bin can only gain mass from catastrophic462

collisions between objects with a mass 2Mk or greater, labelled by imk =463

k − ln(2)
δ . Thus, the mass rate gained for solids in the kth bin is calculated464

by summing over the contributions from the largest mass bin, i = 1, down to465

imk, which labels the bin of mass 2Mi. We assume that the scaling of the mass466

distribution of the fragments, α > 1 and that the logarithmic spacing between467

mass bins, δ << 1. This leads to a redistribution function given by:468

Fs(k − i) = (1− δ)(k−i)(2−α)δ(2− α)2(α−2). (8)469

This is based on Eq. 20 of [71], where δ is now the spacing between mass bins470

and not radial bins, ηmax = 1/2, such that δ = δ′/3 and α′ = 3α− 2, where δ′471

and α′ are the parameters used in [71].472

At every time-step, we use Eq. 5, Eq. 6, Eq. 7 to track the mass gained473

and lost. We also track Ok,i which refers to the mass in the kth bin which474

originated from the ith bin. At every time-step, each jth bin loses mass at475

mc
s,jR

c
j∆, a fraction Oj,i of which originally came from the ith bin. In order476

to keep track of the evolution of mass that started the simulation in the ith477

bin, we calculate:478

Ok,i =

(
Ok,ims,k −Ok,ims,kR

c
k∆ + Σjmk

j=1Oj,iF (k − j)ms,jR
c
j∆

)
ms,k −ms,kRk∆ + Σjmk

j=0F (k − j)ms,jRcj∆
, (9)479

and keep track of the mass originating in the kth bin, which remains in the480

kth bin, which is crucial for tracing the mass of material that has never been481

involved in collisions and thus, never changed bins:482

Ok,k =
Ok,kms,k −Ok,kms,kR

c
k∆

ms,k −ms,kRk∆ + Σjmk

j=0F (k − j)ms,jRcj∆
(10)483

where the denominator is just the mass in the bin at the next time step. There484

should be no material in the bins with i > imk and the sum of Σimax
i=1 Ok,i = 1485

for conservation of mass. As each bin loses mass (ms,kR
c
k) every timestep, we486

assume that a fraction Ok,i is lost from the material in k originating from i.487

2.5 Simulations488

Individual planetesimal belts are simulated by distributing mass between size489

bins, according to an initial size distribution, with α = 3.5 and logarithmic bins490

of width δ = 0.2 (Eq. 1). The mass in each size bin is iterated forward in time491
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according to Eq. 5. We fixed the belt width, dr at 0.5, the particle’s density492

at 3 × 103 kg m−3 and consider belts with initially 100 M⊕ of material, at493

radii of 1 au, with initial particle eccentricity of e = 0.1. We consider particles494

with diameters between Dmin = 100 µm and 5,000 km (an arbitrary upper495

bound, which it will be shown does not influence the results). The bin width496

and timestep are chosen to be sufficiently small that the mass lost and gained497

by the smallest particles in one timestep are not a significant fraction of the498

total mass in that bin, with δt = 106s.499

The material in the belt is rapidly collisionally depleted. The smallest grains500

quickly reach collisional equilibrium, whilst the largest grains/planetesimals501

are unlikely to suffer collisions and retain their primordial size distribution.502

The left-hand panel of Supplementary Figure 1 shows the size distribution of an503

example planetesimal belt at 1 au. The apparent wave in the size distribution504

results from the grain cut-off at a single size for the smallest grains, as discussed505

in e.g. [71, 75]. Those bodies for whom the collisional lifetime is less than the506

age of the system are collisionally depleted (tc(D) < t), whilst larger bodies507

are not collisionally evolved. For older systems, larger and larger bodies enter508

collisional equilibrium.509

If we consider a collision time of [76] (Eq. 7)510

tc(D) = tper
rdr

σtot

2I

f(e, I)

1

fcc
(11)511

where f(e, I) is the ratio of the relative velocity of collisions to the Keplerian512

velocity (vrel/vk), where e and I are the mean particle eccentricity and incli-513

nations, σtot is the total cross-sectional area, fcc is the fraction of the total514

cross-sectional area in the belt which is seen by planetesimals of size D as515

potentially causing a catastrophic collision. Following [76], this can be written516

as:517

fcc =

(
Dmin

D

)3q−5

G(q,Xc), (12)518

where G(q,Xc) is a function of both the size distribution (q) and the ratio519

of the smallest planetesimal (Dcc) that has enough energy to catastrophically520

destroy a planetesimal of size D, Xc = Dcc/D. This can be calculated in terms521

of the dispersal threshold, Q∗D:522

Xc =

(
2Q∗D
v2

rel

)1/3

. (13)523

For a typical collisional cascade, Xc << 1, such that the function G(q,Xc),524

for q = 11/6, can be approximated as G(11/6, Xc) ∼ 0.2X−2.5
c for Xc << 1.525

The total cross-sectional area can be related to the total disc mass (Mtot)526

σtot

Mtot
=

3

4ρ

D5−3q
min

D6−3q
max

(
3q − 6

5− 3q

)
(14)527
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Thus, leading to an expression for the collisional lifetime of a particle of528

diameter, D:529

tc = tper
rdr

σtot

2I

f(e, I)

1

fcc
(15)530

= tper
r dr 4ρD

3Mtot

2 I

G(q,Xc)f(e, I)

(
3q − 5

6− 3q

)
. (16)531

As time continues, larger and larger particles reach collisional equilibrium.
The size particle that has just reached collisional equilbirium (Deq) can be
approximated by the size particle for whom the collisional lifetime is equal to
the current time t = tc(Deq). In the regime where D is large (D > 800m), the
dispersal threshold, Q∗D (Eq. 3) can be approximated as Q∗D ∼ QbD

b. Then
Deq is given by

Deq = (t/K)1/(1+5b/6), (17)

where532

K = tper
0.2rdr4ρ

3Mtot

2I

f(e, I)

(
vrel2

2Qb

)5/6

.533

We note here that this size is an approximation and that the absence of534

small grains leads to a size distribution that deviates from a perfect power law535

(see Supplementary Figure 1.)536

2.6 The collisional cascade is fed by the largest bodies537

The bodies that have just reached collisional equilibrium (Deq) dominate the538

mass evolution of the belt [71]. Here we trace the origin of the material arriving539

in each size bin, using Eq. 9, 10, with the aim of investigating the extent to540

which the bodies that have just reached collisional equilibrium dominate the541

mass budget in small bodies. The smallest bodies are continuously lost from542

the collisional cascade, and thus, new material must replenish bodies of all543

sizes.544

The right-hand panel of Supplementary Figure 1 shows the fraction of the545

mass in the diameter bin centred on Dk = 100m that originated from larger546

diameters. The Dk = 100m was chosen to represent any particles that are fully547

in collisional equilibrium and constantly being resupplied by collisions between548

larger bodies. The mass budget is indeed dominated by bodies of around Deq,549

as shown by the vertical lines. Deq as calculated by Eq. 17 is an approximation,550

not taking into account the wavy nature of the size distribution and does551

not perfectly calculate the true maximum size in collisional equilibrium (see552

Supplementary Figure 1), nor align perfectly with the maximum here, but the553

approximation is good to within a factor of a few.554

The right-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the fraction of material in the smaller555

size grains that originates from grains larger than a certain size, 1, 400km, as556

a function of time, plotted in units of the collisional lifetime of these largest557

bodies (tc(D = 1, 400km). As the bodies enter collisional equilibrium, they558
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dominate the mass in smaller size bins, but the mass in small bodies (Din559

from D > 1, 400km tends to one only on timescales longer than the collision560

timescale. The fraction of material from D > 1, 400km in 30km planetesimals561

reaches a percent after 0.1tc(D∗).562

The form of right-hand panels of Supplementary Figure 1 and Fig. 4 remain563

similar for different diameters and we assert that within the validity of the564

approximation for tc and accounting for small differences due to the wavy565

nature of the size distribution, the form of these figures is independent of566

the sizes D∗ and Din. Any differences result from the wavy nature of the567

size distribution and the approximations used in tc(D), whose validity change568

with diameter. The self-similar nature of the collisional cascade saves us from569

needing to run the collisional model on sufficiently long timescales that bodies570

of > 1, 400 km enter collisional equilibrium.571

2.7 Frequency of Pluto-fed polluted white dwarfs572

Although planetesimal belts sufficiently massive and sufficiently close-in that573

even the largest (D > 1, 400 km) planetary bodies are collisionally evolving are574

rare, the aim of the following section is to assess whether they are sufficiently575

common to explain core(mantle)-rich compositions in some pollutants of white576

dwarfs. In this scenario, no 26Al would be required to form an iron core.577

Assuming that all planetesimal belts contain bodies larger than 1,400 km,578

the properties of those planetesimal belts in which large (D > 1, 400 km) bod-579

ies would be collisionally evolving can be estimated by considering a typical580

lifetime for the planetary system. Many white dwarfs evolved from main-581

sequence A stars, where typical main-sequence lifetimes are on the order of582

hundreds of Myrs. Belt radii expand by a factor of 2-3 during the white dwarf583

phase, following mass loss, so the majority of the collisional evolution occurs584

during the main-sequence phase [77]. For solar-type stars, main-sequence life-585

times can be as long as tens of Gyrs, but the age of the Universe stipulates586

that very few white dwarfs had main-sequence lifetimes this long. Thus, we587

consider a conservative estimate on the timescale for which collisional evo-588

lution occurred of 5 Gyr. Using a typical distribution of planetesimal belts,589

fitted to observations of debris discs around main-sequence A stars [52], with590

the distribution of initial belt radii is n(r)dr ∝ rγdr, with γ = −0.8, between591

3 and 200 au, the distribution of initial belt masses forms a log normal distri-592

bution of width 1.13 dex, centred on 10M⊕ of width M⊕, we find that a few593

tenths of a percent of belts have a collisional lifetime for particles of size 1,400594

km less than 5 Gyr. About a percent of systems have 10% of the collisional595

lifetime of D = 1, 400 km less than 5 Gyr. Planetary systems in which such596

large bodies are catastrophically colliding are rare. Thus, planetary systems597

where 10-100 km planetesimals are likely to be the collision fragments of larger598

core–mantle differentiated Plutos are rare. Additionally, only a sub-set of col-599

lision fragments will have core or mantle compositions sufficiently extreme to600

be detected. If this fraction is on the order of 10% (see e.g. Fig. 3 of [66]), we601

anticipate that core- or mantle-rich compositions would show up in << 0.05%602
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of white dwarfs without the need for 26Al . Thus, only a tiny fraction of white603

dwarf pollutants are likely to originate from large bodies, as this fraction is604

significantly lower than the fraction of white dwarf pollutants that appear to605

be core(mantle)-rich of at least 4% (see 2.2.2, 2.2.1).606

Additionally, the existence of large bodies in planetesimal belts has been607

placed in question [50], and if such large bodies do exist, it is not clear that608

they would have the same size distribution as the rest of the belt. However,609

it is plausible that in some planetary systems dynamical instabilities lead to610

high velocity collisions or excite collisions in planetesimals belts outside of the611

normal steady-state collisional evolution considered here.612
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Figure Captions. Fig. 1 Enrichment in Fe, Ni, and Cr relative to637

Ca, Mg, and Si of planetary materials accreted by white dwarfs638

suggest the accretion of core- or mantle-rich material. Shown are the639

Ca/Fe ratios observed in a sample of 237 white dwarfs, alongside associated640

1σ errors, as a function of white dwarf temperature. The large red circles indi-641

cate the 8 white dwarfs where a model in which core-rich material is accreted642

explains the observed abundances of all elements to > 3σ above a primitive643

model. In some cases the observed Ca/Fe is higher than the Ca/Fe in the644

accreted debris due to relative sinking, in which case the corrected abundances645

 https://github.com/abonsor/collcascade 
https://github.com/timlichtenberg/2stage_scripts_data
https://github.com/timlichtenberg/2stage_scripts_data
https://github.com/timlichtenberg/2stage_scripts_data
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in the accreted material are plotted in dark red. SDSSJ0744+4649 shown in646

green has Ca/Fe= 0.2 [63] and high Na, potentially related to the accretion of647

material from planetary lithosphere [26]. Models from [24–26]. The blue line648

indicates a solar Ca/Fe ratio.649

Fig. 2 Almost all planetesimals that undergo core-mantle differ-650

entiation form within the Class 0/I collapse phase in exoplanetary651

systems with plausible levels of 26Al enrichment. Plotted is the fraction652

of planetary bodies likely to pollute white dwarfs (50–300 km in diameter)653

with sufficient 26Al to form an iron core [40], as a function of the time at654

which they formed. A size distribution of n(D)dD ∝ D−3.5dD is assumed,655

and shown are a range of 26Al budgets, above and below Solar System lev-656

els (26AlSS = 5.25× 10−5 27AlSS ) . Few planetary systems have abundances657

significantly above solar [31, 34–39].658

Fig. 3 The core- or mantle-rich materials in the atmospheres659

of white dwarfs are the collision fragments of planetesimals that660

formed earlier than ∼1 Myr, when large-scale melting was fueled661

by the decay of 26Al. Alternatively, in the most massive, close-in, highly662

excited, planetesimal belts, catastrophic collisions between Pluto-sized bod-663

ies (anything with D > 1, 400 km) could supply most smaller planetesimals.664

Gravitational potential energy during accretion can fuel large-scale melting665

and core formation in these large bodies, such that almost all planetary bod-666

ies in the belt are the collision fragments of core–mantle differentiated bodies.667

tMS, tGB and tWD refer to the star’s main-sequence, giant branch lifetimes and668

the start of the white dwarf phase.669

Fig. 4 Pluto-sized bodies can be the source of core-rich planetes-670

imal debris only in rare (<1%) white dwarf systems with massive,671

close-in planetesimal belts. (A) The fraction of 30 km debris that are frag-672

ments of Pluto-sized core–mantle differentiated planetesimals (D > 1, 400km)673

(in units of the collision lifetime, Eq. 16) for a belt at 1au, with average particle674

eccentricity < e >= 0.1 and initial mass of 100M⊕ in particles between 100µm675

and 5,000km. (B) Approximation to the collision lifetime as a function of the676

initial mass in the planetesimal belt and the belt radius (Eq. 16). A collision677

lifetime of 5 Gyr is shown by the solid black line and 10% of this collision life-678

time by the dashed black line. Less than a percent of debris discs, those with679

very massive, close-in planetesimal belts, that lie in the top left-hand corner680

above the solid line, will have catastrophic collisions of Plutos (D > 1, 400681

km bodies) supplying material to the smaller planetesimals that might pollute682

white dwarfs, based on typical properties of observed debris discs. This is too683

low to explain the 4% (Sample One, 2.2.1) to > 13% (Sample Two, 2.2.2) of684

white dwarf pollutants that accreted fragments of core-mantle differentiated685

bodies.686
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